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Abstract

Mobile application will normally be structured as a multi-layered application consisting of user experience, business, and data layers. When developing a mobile application, you may choose to develop a thin Web-based client or a rich client. If you are building a rich client, the business and data services layers are likely to be located on the device itself. There are several common issues that you must consider as you develop your design. These issues can be categorized into specific areas of the design. When designing an application or system, the goal of a software architect is to minimize the complexity by separating the design into different areas of concern. For example, the user interface (UI), business processing, and data access all represent different areas of concern. Within each area, the components you design should focus on that specific area and should not mix code from other areas of concern. For example, UI processing components should not include code that directly accesses a data source, but instead should use either business components or data access components to retrieve data.

In this talk, I will present our architecture for building adaptive mobile applications. I also review several interesting architectural patterns and describe why they are useful as general mobile application architecture solutions. Client/server architecture (and its variants) is often adopted for this kind of applications. I will present the consideration some specific aspects related to the mobile devices (clients), and their connectivity with servers.
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